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Abstract. Recent legislation proposals have significantly increased the
demand for eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) in many businesses,
especially in so-called ‘high-risk’ domains, such as recruitment. Within
recruitment, AI has become commonplace, mainly in the form of job rec-
ommender systems (JRSs), which try to match candidates to vacancies,
and vice versa. However, common XAI techniques often fall short in this
domain due to the different levels and types of expertise of the individuals
involved, making explanations difficult to generalize. To determine the
explanation preferences of the different stakeholder types - candidates,
recruiters, and companies - we created and validated a semi-structured
interview guide. Using grounded theory, we structurally analyzed the
results of these interviews and found that different stakeholder types
indeed have strongly differing explanation preferences. Candidates indi-
cated a preference for brief, textual explanations that allow them to
quickly judge potential matches. On the other hand, hiring managers
preferred visual graph-based explanations that provide a more technical
and comprehensive overview at a glance. Recruiters found more exhaus-
tive textual explanations preferable, as those provided them with more
talking points to convince both parties of the match. Based on these find-
ings, we describe guidelines on how to design an explanation interface
that fulfills the requirements of all three stakeholder types. Furthermore,
we provide the validated interview guide, which can assist future research
in determining the explanation preferences of different stakeholder types.

Keywords: Explainable AI · Job Recommender Systems · User
Studies · Grounded Theory

1 Introduction

Within the emerging field of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI), a substan-
tial amount of research has attempted to make the inner workings of AI mod-
els more transparent [11,18]. While such information can assist developers in
understanding their model (e.g., by allowing the detection of bugs and biases,
understanding feature importance), it is often complicated and requires consid-
erable a priori knowledge of AI to interpret. However, the use of AI has become
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commonplace in user-controlled environments, such as the recommender sys-
tems used by different commercial platforms (e.g., YouTube, TikTok, Amazon).
In such environments, explanations cannot assume AI knowledge, as the major-
ity of explainees are lay users. Moreover, different types of users interact with
such systems - the stakeholders. These stakeholders consist of every individual
or group who affects, or is affected by, the delivery of recommendations to users
[1]. Stakeholders can be strongly diverse, coming from different backgrounds and
having distinct expertise. As such, the way in which an explanation is conveyed
to each stakeholder individually should be fine-tuned to their specific needs.

One field where such fine-tuned explanations are especially crucial is recruit-
ment. Recruitment is inherently a multi-stakeholder domain, as users (candi-
dates) need to be linked to vacancies (provided by companies) by recruiters.
These three main stakeholders all rely on the same recommendations but can
require widely different explanations. For example, telling a candidate that a
vacancy is relevant for them as it comes with a high salary can be an acceptable
explanation. However, the same explanation will be useless for the company, as
that salary will be provided to every other potential candidate. Furthermore,
a candidate and a recruiter might only look at a handful of recommendations
per session, while a company could receive hundreds of applicants for a single
vacancy. Therefore, the explanation requirements of each stakeholder are unique
and require a tailored design.

This paper attempts to determine the explanation preferences of the stake-
holders of a job recommender system: job seekers, companies, and recruiters.
This is done through the execution of a co-design study, which allows stake-
holder representatives to manually indicate how they prefer an explanation to
be presented to them. Therefore, this research aims to answer the following
research question:

–RQ: What are the explanation preferences of recruiters, candidates, and com-
pany representatives for job recommender systems?

Our results show interesting differences in the preferences of the different
stakeholders. Regarding the preferred types of explanations, candidates preferred
brief written explanations, as their main interest is to be able to quickly judge the
potential matches proposed by the system. On the contrary, company’s hiring
managers preferred visual, graph-based explanations, as these allow a compre-
hensive overview at a glance. Finally, recruiters preferred more exhaustive tex-
tual explanations, as those provided them with more talking points to convince
both parties of the match. These results allow us to provide design guidelines for
an interface that fulfills the requirements of all three stakeholder types. Further-
more, the co-design study allowed us to validate and improve the used interview
guide.
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2 Related Work

Within the field of explainable AI, there is no single agreed-upon method to
provide explanations [2]. Different use cases require different approaches, each
with their own strengths and weaknesses.

One of the most common methods of providing explanations is through text
[5,24]. Textual explanations consist of brief sections of text that explain the
rationale of the XAI model. Such texts often contain information on the impact
different features had on the prediction and how those features interacted with
each other. There are multiple ways to generate such texts, e.g., through the use
of large language models (LLMs) [19] or predefined templates [36].

Another popular approach is the use of feature attribution maps: visualiza-
tions that show the importance of different features to the prediction [23]. Such
maps can take different forms, depending on the specific task and data involved.
When using tabular data, bar charts are often used to show the contribution
of each different feature type to the prediction. When using multi-dimensional
data, such as images or time series, are used, heatmaps can provide an overview
of the importance of the different dimensions interacting with each other [9].

A further explanation type that has been gaining popularity recently, is the
knowledge graph-based explanation [31]. These explanations depend on the con-
nections within a knowledge graph to explain the rationale behind a prediction.
This is usually done by highlighting important nodes and edges within the graph,
which provide ‘paths’ from the subject to the recommended item, accompanied
by their importance to the model’s prediction [35].

2.1 Challenges in Multi-stakeholder Explainability

In multi-stakeholder environments, explanations need to meet additional require-
ments [1]. An explanation that is sufficient for a developer, is not necessarily
understandable for a user or provider, and vice versa [30]. There are multiple
strategies to deal with this discrepancy, each with its own strengths and weak-
nesses. The most obvious solution is to create individual explanations for the
different stakeholders [37]. Although this leads to the most fine-tuned explana-
tions, it introduces an additional layer of complexity to the system as a whole.
Another approach would be to simply use a single explanation, but to present
it differently based on the stakeholders’ level of expertise [1]. Unfortunately, it
can be difficult to incorporate the different stakeholder perspectives simultane-
ously - some facts could be confidential or sensitive for a specific stakeholder,
making it challenging to incorporate them in the explanation, even when they
are relevant. Similarly, a highly specific overview of how the model came to the
prediction might be useful for a developer, but will be too confusing for a lay
user or provider.

2.2 Explainability in Job Recommender Systems

Explaining reciprocal recommendations, such as job recommendations, tends to
be more difficult than standard recommendations, as the preferences of both
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parties need to be considered. Kleinerman et al. [13] looked at explainability for
recommender systems in online dating and found that explanations that consider
both parties outperform one-sided explanations in high-cost scenarios (such as
recruitment). In particular, explanations based on specific feature values are
useful, although only a few features should be included to prevent information
overload. In high-cost scenarios, explanations should not stay limited to personal
preferences (e.g. ‘you should apply for this job because you want a company that
has X attributes’), but should also incorporate an explanation of why the other
party is likely to agree (e.g. ‘they are likely to accept you, because they are
looking for a candidate with Y skills’).

In job recommender systems (JRSs) specifically, explainability has largely
gone unexplored. While some previous work has incorporated some degree of
explainability within their JRSs, the explanations are often limited and seem
to have been included as an afterthought [14,32,37]. Even when explainability
has been included, authors usually fail to consider all stakeholders, tailoring
the explanations to developers only. Furthermore, explanations are often solely
evaluated anecdotally, leaving their quality up for debate [21]. One could argue
that reciprocal, easy-to-understand explainability should be at the core of the
models’ design in a high-risk, high-impact domain such as recruitment. Where
previous research mainly falls short, is in the understandability of their explana-
tions: while their models can technically explain some part of their predictions,
the explanations tend to be unintuitive and/or limited, either staying too vague
[14,32] or being hard to understand [37]. In previous work, we found that, when
dealing with users with limited AI knowledge, such as recruiters, job seekers,
and most company representatives, having clear, straightforward explanations
is crucial [28,30]. To accomplish this, structured requirements engineering needs
to be conducted in order to determine the preferences of all stakeholders, after
which explainable JRSs will need to be designed with those requirements as a
starting point.

2.3 Determining Stakeholder Preferences

In order to determine the explanation preferences of different stakeholders, their
requirements, struggles, and level of expertise need to be documented. To accom-
plish this, multiple approaches exist; for example, whenever the preferences of a
stakeholder are already largely known (e.g., through previous research) question-
naires can be used in combination with different alterations of some explanation
type [30]. The results of these questionnaires could then be used to ‘fine-tune’
the already-known explanation type to better fit the exact stakeholders. How-
ever, within job recommendation, stakeholder preferences (beyond candidates)
are mostly unknown [27]. Therefore, it is better to determine the stakeholder
preferences from the ground up, allowing them to assist in shaping the explana-
tions themselves. Thus, (semi-structured) interviews are highly useful, as they
give stakeholders the freedom to indicate their exact preferences and require-
ments regarding explanations [16].
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2.4 Contributions

Explainability within multi-stakeholder environments has largely gone unex-
plored. Research that has touched upon this topic, has often stuck to offline
methods of evaluation, which fall short in high-impact domains, such as recruit-
ment and healthcare. Therefore, this paper aims to lay the foundation for future
research on explainable multi-stakeholder recommendation. We do so firstly by
providing a validated interview guide that can be used to extract the expla-
nation preferences of different stakeholder types. Furthermore, we extend the
current literature on explainable job recommender systems by not just focusing
on a single stakeholder, but providing guidelines on how explanations should be
designed for all stakeholders involved.

3 Methodology

In order to discover the preferences of different stakeholders, semi-structured
interviews were conducted using example explanations [10]. During these semi-
structured interviews, the participants were asked to answer substantive ques-
tions based on the provided explanations, as well as questions to indicate what
aspects of different explanations they prefer. These substantive questions were
used to gauge their understanding of the explanations. This is important, as
previous research found that preference and understanding do not necessarily
go hand in hand [30]. In our study, we are interested in particular in highlight-
ing the specific explanation preferences of the specific stakeholders. Hence, we
decompose our main research question into the following three sub-questions:

SQ1: What type of explanation is most suited for the different stakeholders?
SQ2: What aspects of explanations make them more suited for each stakeholder?
SQ3: In what way can different explanation types be combined to make them

useful for each stakeholder?

3.1 Hypotheses

In this study, we consider three different explanation types (see Sect. 3.4): (i)
graph-based explanations; (ii) Textual explanations; and (iii) Feature attribu-
tion explanations. While the graph-based explanations will most likely be best
suited for individuals with a fair amount of prior AI knowledge, the general lay
users will probably gravitate towards the textual explanations, as those are both
expressive and fairly easy to process [26]. Considering the graph-based explana-
tions contain the most information, but are expected to be the hardest to read,
and the opposite holds for the feature attributions, the textual explanations are
likely to strike a good balance between the two. These considerations lead us to
formulate two hypotheses related to the SQ1:

• H1a: The graph-based explanation will be best suited for individuals with prior
AI knowledge.
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• H1b: The textual explanations will be best suited for individuals without prior
AI knowledge.

Furthermore, we considered that feature attribution maps are usually the
easiest and fastest way to get an overview of the model’s rationale, but at the
same time, they have a fairly limited extent [30]. The textual explanation will
be more complex and take more time to process, but will provide a more com-
prehensive explanation in return. Lastly, the graph-based explanations will take
the longest to process and might be difficult to interpret by themselves, but will
contain the most complete explanation as a result. We then expect differences
among the stakeholders, and formulate the following hypothesis related to the
SQ2:

• H2: The different stakeholders (candidates, companies, and recruiters) will
have different preferences related to the explanation types.

Finally, we considered that explanations consisting of a single type may be
either too limited in their content, or too difficult to interpret. This problem
can be addressed by incorporating aspects from different types into a single
explanation type [30]. For example, textual explanations can help in assisting
the stakeholders in how to read the graph-based explanation. Furthermore, the
feature attribution map can be useful when the stakeholder prefers to get a
good (albeit limited) overview at a glance [28]. We further hypothesize then
that also regarding the preferences in terms of combining basic explanations into
hybrid strategies, the stakeholders will have differences. Hence, we formulated
the following hypothesis related to the SQ3:

• H3: The different stakeholders (candidates, companies, and recruiters) will
have different preferences on how to combine explanation types to obtain a
hybrid explanation.

3.2 Semi-structured Interview Guide

A comprehensive guide was created to conduct the semi-structured interviews
(Appendix B). However, this guide is susceptible to possible biases, ambiguities,
incorrect assumptions about prior knowledge, etc. Thus, during the interviews,
we dedicated time specifically to determining the quality of the questions in order
to update, and eventually validate them. The questions in the interview guide
were based upon previous works [6,7,13,25], but required validation for a multi-
stakeholder scenario. In addition to validating the interview guide, the interviews
also allowed the stakeholders to co-design the explanation representations to fit
their needs. The interviews were conducted with a small sample of the different
stakeholders (n = 2 for each stakeholder type) to verify the adequacy of the
explanations and the guide for each group individually. Considering the fact
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that each participant was interviewed three times (once for each explanation
type), we collected a large amount of data per participant. Due to the richness
of this data, the relatively small sample size still allowed us to perform an in-
depth analysis for each stakeholder type. Previous works also indicates that a
small sample can be sufficient in qualitative analysis, as long as the data itself
is of high enough quality [8,20]. Note that the user study was approved by the
ethical committee of our institution.1

3.3 Data and Model

The explanations used for the interviews were generated using a job recommen-
dation dataset provided by Zhaopin.2 This dataset contains information on 4.78
million vacancies, 4.5 thousand candidates, and 700 thousand recorded interac-
tions between the two. For candidates, the dataset stores information such as
their degree(s), location, current and desired industry, skill set, and experience.
For vacancies, features such as the job description, job title, salary, (sub-)type,
required education, location, and starting date were recorded. The interactions
between candidates and vacancies consist of four stages: no interaction, browsed,
delivered, and satisfied. Considering the data in the dataset was exclusively in
Mandarin Chinese, all unstructured data was automatically translated to English
using deep-translator.3

These three different tables were combined together into a single knowledge
graph, wherein candidates, vacancies, and categorical features formed the set of
nodes. The edges consisted of relations between these nodes, such as candidates
interacting with vacancies or vacancies being of a specific (sub-)type. This single,
large knowledge graph was then converted to individual sub-graphs between
candidates and vacancies that had interacted (positives), and between those who
had not interacted (negatives) using the k random walks algorithm [17]. Each
of these sub-graphs therefore could be given a score from 0 (no interaction), to
3 (satisfied), which allowed us to treat the task as a ranking problem based on
sub-graph prediction.

The explainable model was based on the graph attention network (GAT)
[33], implemented using PyTorch geometric.4 Considering performance was not
the goal of this research, we opted for a straightforward architecture consisting
of a single GATv2Conv-layer, followed by two separate GATv2Conv-layers - one
for the company-side prediction and explanation, and one for the candidate-
side prediction and explanation. Both these layers were followed by their own
respective fully-connected layer, which provided the company- and candidate-
side prediction score. The harmonic mean of these two scores was then considered
the final ‘matching score’. Optimization was done using the Adam optimizer [12]
(learning rate = 1∗10−3) with LambdaRank loss based on normalized Discounted

1 Ethical Review Committee Inner City faculties (Maastricht University).
2 https://tianchi.aliyun.com/dataset/31623/.
3 https://pypi.org/project/deep-translator/.
4 https://www.pyg.org/.

https://tianchi.aliyun.com/dataset/31623/
https://pypi.org/project/deep-translator/
https://www.pyg.org/
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Cumulative Gain @ 10 (nDCG@10) [4]. Hyperparameter tuning was done using
grid search going over different configurations of hyperparameters [15]. Since
our aim was not to get state-of-the-art performance, the number of different
configurations tested was fairly limited. Even so, the optimal configuration led
to an nDCG@10 of 0.2638 (Appendix A).

Considering the goal of our research was not to evaluate the explanation
quality of the specific model, but rather to investigate stakeholder preferences in
general, the examples used during the interviews were manually selected based
on the following criteria: graph size, perceived sensibility, and accessibility of the
industry for evaluation. By sticking to seemingly sensible explanations that did
not require knowledge of the specific industry at hand, we aimed to make the
stakeholders’ evaluation dependent solely on the representation of the explana-
tion, rather than the quality of the model’s explanations in general.

3.4 Explanation Types

The explanation types that were examined in this study were the following:

Graph: a visualization of paths in a knowledge graph. In our case, this consists
of (a sub-set of) the paths within the candidate-vacancy sub-graph, weighted
by the importance ascribed to them by the model (Fig. 1);

Textual: a short text that explains which features contributed to the recom-
mendation in what way. The textual explanations are generated using a large
language model (LLM) (in this case, ChatGPT February 13 version [22]),
which is given the full graph explanation as input, and tasked to summarize
it in an easy-to-read way (Fig. 2);

Feature attribution: a visualization (such as a bar chart) that shows which
features were most important to the model when creating the explanation
(Fig. 3). This bar chart is also based on the paths within the knowledge graph
- the sizes of the bars are calculated using the sum of incoming edge weights,
similar to PageRank [3].

(a) Candidate-side graph (b) Company-side graph

Fig. 1. An example of knowledge graph paths being used as an explanation for a
recommendation.
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The XAI model has analyzed various connections between jobs and users
to determine if a particular user (user 4119) would be a good fit for a
specific job (job 147542). The model looked at the relationships between
different jobs and users, as well as the importance of these relationships,
to make its prediction.

In this case, the model found that user 4119 has a strong connection to
the role of Administrative Commissioner, and this connection is consid-
ered to be very important for explaining why user 4119 would be a good
match for job 147542. Additionally, the model found that job 147542 has
a connection to the role of secretary, which is also considered important.
The model also found that the Administrative Commissioner role has a
connection to the assistant role, which in turn has a connection to the
secretary role and job 147542.

In summary, the XAI model determined that user 4119 would be a good
fit for job 147542 based on the strong connection between user 4119
and the Administrative Commissioner role, as well as the connections
between the Administrative Commissioner role, the assistant role, the
secretary role, and job 147542.

Fig. 2. An example of a textual explanation used as an explanation for a recommen-
dation

Fig. 3. An example of a feature attribution map used as an explanation for a recom-
mendation.

3.5 Analysis

The answers provided by the participants were analyzed using grounded theory
(GT) [34] using Atlas.ti5. This process was done separately for each stakeholder
type, in order to create distinct results for each type. We started by assign-
ing manually-generated codes to individual statements made by the participants
5 https://atlasti.com/.

https://atlasti.com/
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(open coding). These codes were then grouped together into distinct categories
using axial coding to provide a higher-level overview of the complaints and pref-
erences of each stakeholder type. Lastly, selective coding was conducted to com-
bine each stakeholder type’s categories into a single theory. The higher-level
categories, as well as the theories, were then used to improve the prototypical
explanation.

3.6 Participant Demographics

The participants were recruited through personal connections in collabora-
tion with Randstad Groep Nederland6, the largest recruitment agency in the
Netherlands. The sample consisted of 4 women and 2 men, of various ages
(µ = 39.2, SD = 11.3, l = 23, h = 53), with various backgrounds (tech, finance,
healthcare, marketing, etc.). The participants had largely different levels of
expertise w.r.t. AI, ranging from no knowledge whatsoever to a Bachelor’s degree
in a related field. Each interview took approximately one hour, and candidates
were paid e11,50 for their time.

4 Results

Based on the answers given by the different stakeholder representatives, the inter-
view guide has been updated, and the preliminary preferences of each stakeholder
type have been determined. The full transcripts of each interview are available
on GitHub.

4.1 Interview Guide

The interview guide (Table 2) has been validated based on responses from the
participants. While the interview guide was largely proven to be adequate for
determining the explanation preferences of different stakeholders, some changes
have been made based on the feedback we received.

Firstly, we added an additional question to the section on usefulness: ‘how
could you see yourself using the explanation in your daily work/task? ’ Even when
some of the participants could see that an explanation was sensible, or could
be helpful in making a decision, they mentioned that they would personally
stick to using another approach (e.g., a different type of explanation, or doing
things manually). Although this is likely to come up using the current interview
guide already, we decided to also explicitly ask the question - after all, the
goal of creating an explainable model is that users end up actually using the
explanations to assist them in their decision-making.

We additionally added a new question to the correct interpretation section
of the guide: “how would you put the model’s explanation into your own words?”

6 https://www.randstad.nl/.

https://github.com/Roan-Schellingerhout/JRS_explanations
https://www.randstad.nl/
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While the participants often managed to quickly identify the most/least impor-
tant features and components of the explanation, that did not necessarily indi-
cate they properly understood the entire rationale. For example, some partici-
pants correctly identified the importance of the different job types to the expla-
nation, but they could not properly connect all the dots, causing them to be
unable to view the explanation as a single whole. By explicitly asking them
to define the explanation in their own words, it becomes clear whether they
adequately understand the entire explanation, or are still grasping at straws.

Lastly, we changed one of the questions in the section on transparency:
“can you think of anything that would further improve your understanding?”
has been changed to “what information is missing that could allow you to get a
better understanding of the model’s recommendation?”. The previous phrasing
of the question was too general, making it difficult for participants to answer it
on the spot. By directly asking them for information that is missing, it should
be easier for them to come up with an answer, albeit a more indirect one.

The updated, validated interview guide can be seen in Table 1.

4.2 Stakeholder Preferences

Each of the transcripts has been analyzed, and the analyses have been grouped
based on stakeholder type. An overview of the generated codes, categories, the-
ories, and relevant quotes can be found in Appendix C.

4.2.1 Candidates. In line with our hypothesis, the textual explanation was
well-received by the candidates. Although the candidates did receive the expla-
nations favorably, they indicated some issues that should be addressed. For one,
the specific language used in the explanation made it more difficult for the can-
didates to parse it correctly. Candidates also sometimes wound up losing track of
the essence of the explanation, specifically when multiple trains of thought were
addressed in a single paragraph, or whenever points were reiterated multiple
times (“it’s a bit more clear, but I don’t know... I still can’t follow it completely.
I find it very hard to read”, P2, Q1.1). However, the candidates still managed to
correctly identify the main arguments on which the recommendation was based.
They did indicate that they would prefer to be able to evaluate the text at a
glance, i.e., by putting crucial information clearly at the top of the text (‘‘Infor-
mation like the city, and what the salary is, or things of the sorts, are currently
not included”, P1, Q4.2). They did not fully trust the model, but found it to
be a nice ‘brain-storming partner’, which could support them in their decision
(“if I had any doubts, the explanation would take those away”, P2, Q3.2), and
provide them with some interesting vacancies to explore on their own. Further-
more, the explanation contained the full ID of candidates and vacancies relevant
to the recommendation. Considering the candidates have no access to the actual
database, these IDs turned out to be of little value, and actually overwhelmed the
candidates. Additionally, while multiple different vacancies were mentioned in
the explanation, these were not directly accessible to the candidates - something
they considered to be unintuitive.
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Table 1. The validated, updated interview guide.

Evaluation

Objective

Objective

Description

Questions Probing questions

1. Correct

interpreta-

tion

To assess whether

or not the

stakeholder can

correctly interpret

the explanation

1.1 What

information/features do you

think were most important

for this prediction? 1.2

What was the least

important? 1.3 How would

you put the model’s

explanation into your own

words?

1.1.1 What did you look at to

come to that conclusion?

2. Trans-

parency

To determine the

explanation’s effect

on understanding

the model’s inner

workings

2.1 Does the explanation

help you comprehend why

the system gave the

recommendation?

2.1.1 What components help you

specifically? 2.1.2 What

information is missing that could

allow you to get a better

understanding of the model’s

recommendation

3.

Usefulness

To evaluate how

useful the

explanations are

considered to be

3.1 Does the explanation

make sense to you? 3.2 Does

the explanation help you

make a decision? 3.3 How

could you see yourself using

the explanation in your

daily work/task?

3.1.1 What do you consider

sensible (e.g., focus on specific

features)? 3.1.2 What do you

consider insensible? 3.2.1 Would

you prefer a model with

explanations over one without?

4. Trust To gauge the

explanation’s

impact on the

model’s

trustworthiness

4.1 Do you think the

prediction made by the

model is reliable? 4.2 If this

recommendation was made

for you, would you trust the

model to have made the

right decision?

4.2.1 Anything specific that makes

you say that (e.g., something

makes no sense, or is very similar

to how you look at things)?

5.

Preference

To figure out the

personal preference

of the stakeholder

5.1 What would you like to

see added to the current

explanation? 5.2 What

would you consider to be

redundant within this

explanation?

5.1.1 Any specific information

that is missing? 5.1.2 Any

functionality that could be

useful? 5.2.1 Anything that

should be removed? 5.2.2 Or be

made less prevalent?

The graph-based explanation turned out to be difficult to use for the candi-
dates without receiving some additional help on how to interpret it. Especially
the full, unsimplified version of the graph, in which all of the different paths
were visible, turned out to be too overwhelming and complex to be useful (after
being corrected on their interpretation: “Now I get that the thin lines were kind
of like side tracks that weren’t successful”, P2, Q2.1). However, with some addi-
tional guidance on how it was structured, and by considering the simplified view
of the graph, the candidates eventually correctly understood its content. Still,
the amount of information contained within the graph was more confusing than
helpful - for example, the types and values of the edges were constantly visible,
meaning there was a lot of text present at all times. Considering the candidates
did not necessarily understand the meaning of the edge types and values, they
did not get any benefit from them. While the graph was indicated to give them a
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better understanding of the model’s actual rationale, it also made them question
the adequacy of the recommendation to an extent. Because vacancies different
from the one being recommended were included in the graph as well, sometimes
at locations seemingly ‘closer’ to the candidate, they were unsure why those
vacancies were not recommended to them (“It feels quite strange, that the path
passes through different relevant vacancies, but we just ignore those”, P1, Q1.1).
Therefore, providing candidates with information on why alternative vacancies
were not recommended could be helpful.

The current implementation of the feature attribution chart turned out to be
close to useless for providing an explanation to the candidates. Since it ascribed
importance to different vacancies and candidates (i.e., similar vacancies and
candidates, which were included to allow for collaborative filtering [29]), which
they were not familiar with, it did not contribute to their understanding of the
model’s prediction. However, they did indicate how feature attribution could be
made useful: for the bar chart to relate to their individual skills, so the candidates
could understand which of their own skills were considered most important for
the recommendation at a glance (“That it shows what is important for the match,
for example, that your experience with Excel matters, but that your ability to be
a truck driver wasn’t important”, P1, Q1.1). This would allow them to quickly
verify and scrutinize recommendations. For example, if they saw a specific skill
they possess was attributed a lot of importance by the model, even though they
would not enjoy performing it as their job. Thus, the feature attribution chart
should stick only to the personal, actionable features of the candidates. To still
include previous vacancies fulfilled by the candidate, they could alternatively be
grouped by job type, so that they could be represented as a single bar relating
to their experience in that field (“the function types make sense to me, but the
individual vacancies and candidates do not”, P1, Q3.1).

4.2.2 Recruiters. As was hypothesized, the recruiters found the textual
explanations to be informative and useful. Although they found the texts to
indicate some redundancy, as well as some tricky language, they considered them
to be rather useful regardless. They immediately understood the main message
of the text, but found that some information was reiterated too often (“It keeps
beating around the bush with the same words”, P3, Q2.1). The recruiters explic-
itly stated that they would not blindly trust the model, even when accompanied
by a sensible explanation - they would always want to be able to manually verify
its recommendation by reading the CV and vacancy text (“Very little is told
about the candidate, and the vacancy, but I just have to trust that ... it would be
nice to check if it’s actually right”, P3, Q2.1). However, as long as they consid-
ered that the explanation made sense, they would “move that CV and vacancy
to the top of their list”. Furthermore, being able to quickly rule out specific
candidates or vacancies was something they considered highly important. As
a result, they strongly preferred to have the most crucial information, such as
commuting time, and whether some minimum requirements were met, to be at
the top of the explanation. The recruiters internally disagreed on how long the
text should be (“it doesn’t need to be brief. It’s nice to have things to talk about”,
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P3, Q5.2; “Three paragraphs of three sentences would be fine” P4, Q5.1). One
argument for having a longer text, was that it would provide the recruiter with
more subject matter to discuss when trying to convince a candidate or company
of the match’s aptitude. On the other hand, having a shorter text that only
focuses on the main arguments provided by the model would make it quicker for
recruiters to compare different recommendations, after which they could come
up with further arguments for the best one themselves.

Although the recruiters managed to correctly interpret the graph, they found
it to add little value for the most part (“I understand it, but it means little to
me”, P4, Q1.1). While they indicated that it could be useful in some specific
scenarios, such as texts with a high level of complexity, or when having to support
their final decision to a supervisor, they generally did not consider it to add
any benefit compared to the textual explanation. Despite the fact that they
developed a better understanding of the models’ actual rationale, they doubted
that they would use it much in their day-to-day tasks (“If I would have to use this
for every vacancy, or every candidate, it would become a problem”, P4, Q1.1).
In the scenarios where they would consider it to be beneficial, they gravitated
strongly toward the simplified version of the graph, considering the connections
deemed unimportant by the model to be counterproductive in understanding the
explanation. Only when a candidate or company would ask specifically about
whether a specific skill, or past job, was taken into account, would they make
use of the full version of the graph.

Similarly to the candidates, the feature attribution chart in its current form
did not assist the recruiters in correctly understanding the explanation. Again,
though, did they indicate that a different type of bar chart could be useful in
some scenarios. One use case for a bar chart the recruiters considered useful,
was for it to be a central ‘hub’ of sorts, where all possible vacancies for a can-
didate (and vice versa) were displayed, sorted by their matching score (“No, I
would personally go for something like a top 10, for example”, P3, Q2.1). This
would allow the recruiters to quickly determine which potential matches are fea-
sible enough to explore further. However, as an actual method of explaining the
prediction, they indicated that the text, sometimes combined with the graph,
would already be sufficient, causing the feature attribution chart to be largely
irrelevant.

4.2.3 Company Representatives. As opposed to the candidates and
recruiters, the company representatives were less positive about the textual
explanation. Considering the company-side explanation contained a higher level
of abstraction, it took the company representatives multiple iterations before
they properly understood the explanation (“Now that I read it again, I see that
it goes from person A, to B, to C.”, P5, Q3.2). They also found it difficult to take
the explanation at face value, being wary of terms such as ‘relevant experience’ -
rather opting to manually verify whether the mentioned experience was actually
relevant for the vacancy (“But judging how relevant the experience is for this
vacancy, isn’t possible based on this explanation”, P5, Q1.2). Although a more
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detailed explanation could alleviate some of this hesitance, it would also lead
to an even more complex explanation, possibly worsening the understandability
further.

On the other hand, the company representatives were considerably more pos-
itive about the graph explanation. Specifically, the simplified view of the graph
allowed them to grasp the prediction at a glance. Where the textual explanation
required some puzzling before the relations between different candidates, vacan-
cies, and job types became clear, the company representatives quickly managed
to detect the relevant relations in the graph (“This adds everything I need ... For
me it’s simply a matter of checking why the model made its decision - that being
the line at the bottom, and that would be all”, P6, Q2.1). As a result, the graph
explanation also improved their trust in the model; one recruiter even mentioned
that, given a high-enough performance of the model, they would simply use the
simplified graph as a sanity check, fully trusting the model if the explanation
seemed somewhat reasonable (“If the model does what it says it does, I would
simply trust it”, P6, Q3.2).

The feature attribution map was again received poorly. The company repre-
sentatives indicated that it did not help them get a better understanding of the
model’s reasoning compared to the graph (“It’s usable, but it doesn’t clarify why
we ended up with the recommended candidate”, P5, Q2.1). However, the com-
pany representatives did consider the feature attribution chart to be useful in
a different scenario - to verify the model paid no attention to irrelevant details.
With some tweaks, such as changing vacancy IDs into actual titles, the bar chart
would allow company representatives to make sure the model did not pay atten-
tion to something that the company determined to be irrelevant to the position.
Furthermore, an aggregated version of the feature attribution chart, which dis-
plays which types of features were considered most by the model, could help
the company representatives parse the textual explanation more easily, allowing
them to direct most of their attention to the more important information (“This
is what I was looking for while reading the text. I tried to determine these values
in my head, but I kept getting distracted”, P5, Q2.1).

5 Discussion

We discuss our results in relation to the three sub-research questions, for each
type of stakeholder: which type of explanation is most suited, what makes these
explanations most suitable, and can different explanation types be meaningfully
combined. We discuss each research question in turn.

5.1 SQ1: What Type of Explanation is Most Suited for the Different
Stakeholders?

When analyzing the results regarding preferences for the different stakeholders,
we notice that candidates prefer short, clearly structured, straightforward texts,
which allow them to quickly browse and judge the vacancies. These texts should
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include what they consider the most important information: features like travel
distance, salary, and minimum requirements. This information should be cen-
tral and easy to identify, preferably in bullets. Recruiters also prefer texts, but
disagree on the amount of text that is required. Thus, a short text, that cen-
trally mentions potential ‘deal-breakers’ and gives the main few arguments to
motivate why a match was made should be the default. However, recruiters also
prefer to have access to a more exhaustive text, which can provide them with
more material that could be used to convince both parties (candidate and com-
pany) to agree with the match. On the contrary, company representatives prefer
graph-based explanations, as those assist them in quickly getting an overview of
even more complex explanations at a glance. Such a representation also allows
them to quickly scan different information, while reading would require more
time and effort. These results are somewhat in line with our hypotheses H1a
and H1b, but not entirely. While one of the candidates did have a lot of knowl-
edge of AI, she still preferred the textual explanation. On the other hand, both
company representatives did not have a strong background in AI, but preferred
the graph-based explanations. We argue that it is not the AI knowledge per se
that makes the graph preferable, but the amount of experience with, and affinity
towards, reading graphs and charts.

5.2 SQ2: What Aspects of Explanations Make Them More Suited
for Each Stakeholder?

We also looked more specifically at the motivation for why certain stakehold-
ers prefer certain explanations. For candidates, the textual explanations were
largely preferred due to their simplicity, and because they felt more ‘personal’.
In particular, they preferred texts using simple language, that is clearly struc-
tured and not longer than a few short paragraphs. Recruiters also preferred the
textual explanations, due to their simplicity compared to the graph- and feature-
based explanations. In particular, they struggled to interpret the visualizations
and felt quite overwhelmed due to their ‘math-heavy’ nature. Furthermore, the
text directly assists them in their day-to-day tasks, as they can almost use some
of the paragraphs verbatim to try and convince companies and candidates of
the adequacy of a match. Finally, for company representatives, the graph-based
explanations were preferred, largely due to their ability to make more complex,
high-level connections, within the data visible at a glance. Within the textual
explanations, it became difficult for them to figure out the full line of reasoning
of the model, due to there being a lot of ‘steps’ from the vacancy to the can-
didate, which made it hard to process. The bar chart also made the text more
accessible, but the graph-based explanation was considered a better option.

5.3 SQ3: In What Way Can Different Explanation Types Be
Combined to Make Them Useful for Each Stakeholder?

Finally, we evaluated the stakeholders’ preferences in terms of hybrid explana-
tions, indicating how to combine different explanations together. Our results
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highlight how the feature-based explanation was poorly received by all stake-
holders; however, they also indicated it to have potential, in case it is used
to support one of the other explanation types. The unanimous aversion to the
feature-based explanation was likely due to their failure to find a niche, either
being too general to be useful in the simplified version, or too specific (and thus
overwhelming) in the full version. For both candidates and recruiters, the textual
explanations should be the center of the explanation, by default in its simplified
form. The user should then have the possibility to access additional informa-
tion, using a toggle to get a more descriptive version of the text. Considering
the difficulty of conveying relative importance levels within a text, the feature
attribution map can be linked (i.e., through matching color coding) to clarify
the text. The graph-based explanation can then be used as an optional addition,
in case the text itself is not clear enough, or if the user wants even more evidence
for a specific suggestion.

On the contrary, company representatives prefer the simplified graph to be
central, supported by a textual explanation. Within the graph, most details (e.g.,
exact values) should be made optional, so that it is not overwhelming: they
mainly want to be able to quickly parse the most critical paths in the graph,
and only look at details when necessary. Additionally, a bar chart indicating how
important different feature types were, could be used to complement the text,
in order to help them focus their attention on the paragraphs touching on those
feature types.

5.4 Limitations and Future Work

A key limitation to acknowledge is the relatively small sample size we used.
Considering we only interviewed two individuals from each stakeholder type, it
is possible that some of our results are based on their personal biases, which
may not be representative of the entire population. We attempted to minimize
these biases through careful selection of participants, making sure to include
individuals from different backgrounds, both in terms of their expertise and per-
sonal characteristics. This limited sample did allow us to focus on the quality of
the data we collected; due to the limited number of participants, it was feasible
to interview them for longer periods of time. Considering the large amount of
data gathered through the interviews, we believe that this limitation does not
deteriorate the quality of the findings. Furthermore, the aim of this paper was
to lay the groundwork for future research on explainable job recommender sys-
tems through the creation of a reusable interview guide, as well as determining
general stakeholder preferences and differences. I.e., our aim was not to conclu-
sively determine the exact, ultimate preferences of the stakeholders, but rather
to allow for future research to have a solid foundation for more specific research.
Regardless, future research should aim to make use of the validated interview
guide with a larger sample. By making use of the guidelines we provided on
how to represent automatically-generated explanations, it should be possible to
design a single, hybrid explanation, that can be evaluated more quickly. As a
result, interviews will take less time, making it more practical to use a larger
sample size.
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Furthermore, we acknowledge room to improve the model we used to gen-
erate explanations, and that it may therefore not have generated the most sen-
sible explanations. To counteract this behavior, we manually selected explana-
tions that seemed suitable for the interviews. Future work could therefore use
the provided interview guide to evaluate and compare explanations generated
using a number of different techniques (e.g., attention mechanisms, saliency, post
hoc methods). Different model architectures could also be compared in order to
determine which architectures generate better explanations (either for a specific
evaluation objective, or as a whole).

Lastly, another venue for future research could be to evaluate the textual
explanations generated through different means. Although the explanations gen-
erated by ChatGPT were sufficient for our study, comparing them to differently-
generated explanations (e.g., by different LLMs, people with varying levels of
expertise) could lead to interesting insights.

5.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we aimed to develop and validate an interview guide for deter-
mining the explanation preferences of different stakeholder types. Additionally,
we aimed to establish guidelines for creating XAI-generated explanations for dif-
ferent stakeholders within the field of job recommendation. The interview guide
was largely proven to be adequate for determining the preferences of different
stakeholders; a few minor changes were made to it in order to attain more con-
crete responses from the participants. Through the use of the interview guide, we
found that candidates prefer explanations to take the shape of a short, clearly-
structured text, that centrally contains the most crucial information. Recruiters,
on the other hand, also preferred textual explanations, but were less strict on it
having to be brief - indicating that longer texts could be useful in some scenarios.
Company representatives indicated a preference towards graph-based explana-
tions, as those allowed them to get a comprehensive overview of even more
complex explanations.

Appendix

A Hyperparameter Tuning

The optimal hyperparameter configuration we found, is the following:

• hidden dimensions = 10
• output dimensions = 100
• number of layers = 2
• attention heads = 5
• dp rate = 0.01
• learning rate = 0.001
• epochs = 1

An overview of all configurations we tested, can be found on GitHub

https://github.com/Roan-Schellingerhout/JRS_explanations
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B Preliminary Interview Guide

Table 2. The preliminary interview guide.

Evaluation

Objective

Objective

Description

Questions Probing questions

1. Correct

interpreta-

tion

To assess

whether or

not the

stakeholder

can correctly

interpret the

explanation

1.1 What

information/features do you

think were most important

for this prediction? 1.2

What was the least

important?

1.1.1 What did you look at to

come to that conclusion?

2. Trans-

parency

To determine

the

explanation’s

effect on

understanding

the model’s

inner

workings

2.1 Does the explanation

help you comprehend why

the system gave the

recommendation?

2.1.1 What components help

you specifically? 2.1.2 Can you

think of anything that would

further improve your

understanding?

3.

Usefulness

To evaluate

how useful

the

explanations

are considered

to be

3.1 Does the explanation

make sense to you? 3.2 Does

the explanation help you

make a decision?

3.1.1 What do you consider

sensible (e.g., focus on specific

features)? 3.1.2 What do you

consider insensible? 3.2.1

Would you prefer a model with

explanations over one without?

4. Trust To gauge the

explanation’s

impact on the

model’s trust-

worthiness

4.1 Do you think the

prediction made by the

model is reliable? 4.2 If this

recommendation was made

for you, would you trust the

model to have made the

right decision?

4.2.1 Anything specific that

makes you say that (e.g.,

something makes no sense, or

is very similar to how you look

at things)?

5.

Preference

To figure out

the personal

preference of

the

stakeholder

5.1 What would you like to

see added to the current

explanation? 5.2 What

would you consider to be

redundant within this

explanation?

5.1.1 Any specific information

that is missing? 5.1.2 Any

functionality that could be

useful? 5.2.1 Anything that

should be removed? 5.2.2 Or

be made less prevalent?
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C Grounded Theory Results

C.1 Candidates

Table 3. The quotes, open codes, and categories discovered by using grounded theory
for the candidates’ responses.

Quotes Open codes Category

“You should separate the

recommended and supporting

vacancies”

Different instances of the

same group should be easily

distinguishable

Don’t mix different types of

information

“I find it very difficult that the

vacancies, candidates, and

vacancy types or on the same axis

... I don’t understand it anymore”

Having different feature

types in the same bar chart

is confusing

“if this was important for me as a

candidate, I would want to know”

The bar chart should refer

only to personal information

“It could be that the system is

missing some information about

you ... like that you want to work

from home ... which would allow

you to cross it off the list

immediately”

Make ‘deal-breakers’

extremely clear

An explanation should very

quickly allow for verification

and scrutiny

“A candidate would not want to

spend all of their time dissecting

a graph”

Having to extract

information carefully is a

bother

“I would definitely want to look

at the vacancy”

Manual follow-up should be

easy

“And that those small lines, for

us, as people looking for a

vacancy, are not very useful”

Only include supporting

arguments

Make all non-crucial

information optional

“Yes, because this is some pretty

difficult use of language ... and

those values are not clear to me

at all to be honest”

Specific values lead to

overwhelm

“Now it’s saying the same thing

for the third time in a row

already”

Only repeat information

when summarizing

Theory (Based on Table 3): Candidates want to be able to determine whether
or not a vacancy is relevant at a glance. To do so, the explanation needs to
be brief and straight to the point. Once the candidate has found a potentially
interesting vacancy, they should be able to explore the explanation in more detail.
Considering their difficulty in parsing both the graph and feature attribution
explanation, the textual explanation should always be central, with the other
two merely functioning as further support.
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C.2 Recruiters

Table 4. The quotes, open codes, and categories discovered by using grounded theory
for the recruiters’ responses.

Quotes Open codes Category

“It’s nice when there’s more text to talk

about on the phone, as long as it’s not

the same thing over and over again”

A lot of text can help in

having enough subject matter

while talking to clients

The explanation should be

useable as evidence while

justifying a match to a client

“if you want to back up your decision

during a meeting, where they expect

reports and whatnot, it would be very

nice”

The graph can provide a more

‘objective’ explanation

“if the first paragraph is about their

skills, the second about their

experience, and the third about their

interests, a longer text would still be

nice”

Each paragraph of the text

should address a different

aspect

“I don’t think this is required to

actually start calling; it’s more of a

convenience when you want to

understand the reasoning”

Knowing the general rationale

is enough to take action

already

The exact details of the

prediction are irrelevant most

of the time

“There’s a few things that are crucial

when making a match ... and if those

are not in order, I don’t even need to

see the prediction”

Possible points of contention

should already have been

considered

“I don’t want to know anything I don’t

need to know ... there’s no use in that”

The simple version of

explanations is usually

sufficient

“you simply get told that this is the

correct match ... and if you can look at

the vacancy, you can check if it’s

correct”

Recruiters should be able to

easily verify the model’s claims

Recruiters should always feel

like they have the final say

“I would never blindly set up a meeting;

I would always want to speak to the

candidate beforehand of course”

Recruiters first want to discuss

the match with both sides

before accepting it

Theory (Based on Table 4): Recruiters prefer the model to act mainly as
a supportive tool. This means that the strongest arguments the model puts
forward should be front and center. This allows them to use the explanations
when defending their decision, be it to their supervisor or a client. They will
always want to manually verify the claims made by the model, but due to the
explanation, they are likely to consider predicted matches before all else. The
exact details of how the model came to its prediction will oftentimes be irrelevant,
but are nice to have accessible in case additional evidence should be provided.
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C.3 Company Representatives

Table 5. The quotes, open codes, and categories discovered by using grounded theory
for the company representatives’ responses.

Quotes Open codes Category

“this is what I had, after reading the

text four times, this path is generally

what I had understood”

The textual explanation can

require multiple iterations

to become clear

Complex relations should

still be easy to grasp

“at one point you understand how it

works ... and then you won’t even

look at the text anymore, the graph

will be all you need”

The graph is quick and easy

to use once it’s understood

“the complex graph should be

banned”

The general idea of the

explanation should be clear

at a glance

“that’s why I would rather pick that

one, over the recommended one,

because that one seems closer to the

vacancy.”

Alternative candidates

should also receive

explanations

Exploring alternatives

should be integrated in the

system

“it could be a close call, you know?

So then you can make your own

assessment, and verify if the model

got it right”

Having an overview of all

possible candidates is useful

to verify and scrutinize

“if we want someone for 0.8 FTE,

but their motivation letter says 0.6

FTE, it already becomes a no-go”

Human factors, such as

candidates’ motivation

letters, are hard to integrate

into a prediction

“if the model has been designed in

such a manner that I know it has

checked everything, there’s no need

for me to manually check everything

as well”

Given high enough

performance, the

explanation merely becomes

a sanity check

Explanations are mainly

useful for surprising results

“you already have an expectation of

what the outcome will be. You’re

only going to start interrogating the

model once the prediction doesn’t

match your expectation”

Detail only matters when

the recommendation is

unintuitive

Theory (Based on Table 5): Company representatives want the explanations
to assist them as quickly as possible. Due to their generally higher level of expe-
rience in reading charts and graphs, the graph explanations actually help the
most with this. However, even though the graph can give them an explanation
at a glance, they still want to be able to explore further, in case the graph comes
across as surprising or unintuitive. In such a scenario, they either want to study
the explanation in more detail, e.g., through additionally reading the textual
explanation, or they want to manually look into alternative candidates. The fea-
ture attribution map could easily be converted into a ‘hub’ for them, where they
can get an overview of alternative candidates for a vacancy.
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